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3-Ring System



System has been removed completely.

- Designed for a rover that moves down the 
length of the rocket or around the rocket.

- Our rover is no longer doing the above.

A release system for the 
parachute to release all but 
a few lines to ensure the 
rover doesn’t run over the 
parachute.
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Rover Release



Active Retention system in place

- Hook system
- Will be connected to the RC control
- If power goes down in the system, the active 

retention system will not fail. 

Release will be now manual and controlled via RC.

Rover is autonomous, but release is RC controlled.

AfterBefore

No Active Retention System

Autonomous Control of Release



Rover Release Diagram
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Sequence of Events

Approval from RDO to 
release rover

Initiate command via RC 
Control

Servo connected to hook 
will turn and increase slack 

in the wire, allowing the 
hook to be pushed back 

when the sabot is pushed 
out

Linear Actuator begins to 
extend and push the sabot 

out with the rover 
suspended in the middle of 
the sabot via a rod in the 

bearings

Servo on the sabot is 
activated and will pull back 
the bearings allowing the 

rover to be released

Sensors (microswitches) in 
the rover indicate when the 

rover has been released 
and will activate the rover 

program 

Rover moves toward the 
colored band on the rocket 

and stops in front.

Rover takes a photo of the 
rocket and stores the photo 

in an SD card on board.
End of Rover Task



Thank You


